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and this woman could possibly be sisters; but the question had
little interest for him, and it left his mind as quickly as it en-
tered it.
The two women were absent for nearly a quarter of an hour,
but when they made their appearance again, he found that
whatever his grudge was against Jenny Dearth for her unlooked-
for interference with the tone of his situation, he was impressed
by the way she had brushed and combed and generally thawed
out her young equestrienne. He got that impression of half-
shock and half-beguilement that men so often get when they
mark-the difference between a woman in hat and jacket and
the same woman with her head bare and in her indoor dress.
Though it was the work of the "Horse-Head," as he kept
maliciously calling her, and though he still felt jealous that
it had been her hands and not his that had removed Wizzie's
out door things, he did become aware of a delicious sideways
thrust when he observed the intimate indoor softness that now
characterized the girl's appearance.
"Why! she's made her change her shoes and stockings," he
thought, as he noted the neat black indoor slippers, with a
strap over the instep, that the circus-girl now wore. "Did she
have those things in that bag ?" he wondered.
The supper whose preparation had been disturbed by Thuella,
and which apparently had been saved by the discretion of
Claudius, proved to be quite a substantial one. Though in-
tended for only two people it had been successfully enlarged for
the complete satisfaction of four, and Dud discovered that he
was ravenously hungry.
Wizzie herself, whose pale complexion was never of the best,
but whose cheeks did now display a faint flush, ate very sparingly,
but Claudius ate everything before him, ate it in rapid hungry
snatches, while he did his utmost to amuse them all by his lively
discourse. "He certainly does look Roman," thought Dud,
contemplating the man's long face, his high bald forehead, his
heavy-lidded prominent brown eyes, his obstinate chin. He had
very little hair, and the chief impression left by his countenance
had to do with the weather-beaten skin of his high narrow skull,
and with the wrinkled lid-folds above his prominent eyes which
gave him a pronounced hawklike expression, both when he half-
closed his eyes, which was a trick of his when speaking, and
when he fixed the point of his gaze upon any particular object.

